
Insert something which nullifies the
fast in each box that contains a
snake's head.
Insert something which does not nullify
the fast in each box which contains the
bottom of a ladder.

INSTRUCTIONS TO MAKE THE GAME 
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You will need:
- a dice
- one counter per player 
- 2 to 4 players

To play:
-Revise what you have learned about fasting. 
-Each player rolls the dice. The order of turns
will be according to the highest number rolled,
to the lowest.
- If you land on a snake's head, you go down to
the box where the snake's tail ends.
- If you land at the bottom of a ladder, go  all
the way up the ladder.
- If you land on a question mark, another
player picks up a "Scenarios" card and reads it
out to you. In order for your answer to be
correct, you must give a reason to explain
your answer. The outcomes of answering
correctly and incorrectly are on the cards.
- The winner is the one who reaches 100 first. 

INSTRUCTIONS TO PLAY THE GAME 



Scenario Card
You eat a date thinking it is time for iftar. You later
realise the time for iftar was a little later than you

had thought. What should you do?
 

a) do qada' and kaffarah
b) just do qada'

c) nothing, it was a mistake
 

Answer: b)
This was a mistake, only qada' is necessary

Correct? Take another turn | Incorrect? Miss a turn 

Scenario Card
You're feeling unwell while fasting. You know that

continuing your fast will make you feel even worse. You
have medicine and some water. What should you do?

 
a) do qada' and kaffarah

b) just do qada'
c) nothing, you weren't well 

 
Answer: b)

Breaking your fast due to illness only requires qada'
Correct? Take another turn | Incorrect? Miss a turn 

Scenario Card

You're fasting. You're feeling very thirsty after your
gymnastics session. You decide to have a sip of water.

What should you do?
a) do qada' and kaffarah

b) just do qada'
c) nothing, you were thirsty, it's fine. 

 
Answer: a)

You broke your fast deliberately.
Correct? Move 3 spaces forward 

Incorrect? Go 3 spaces backwards 

Scenario Card
You have to do qada' and kaffarah. However, you are
unable to fast for 60 days consecutively. What are

your other options to complete your kaffarah?
 

Answer:
 (Player must say all THREE below)

1) feed 60 poor people two full meals 
2) feed one poor person two full meals for 60 days

3) give 60 poor people 1.662 kg of wheat/flour or the
equivalent in money 

Correct? Take another turn | Incorrect? Miss a turn 



Scenario Card
You're having a shower and trying your very best to

make sure you don't swallow any water. However, you
end up swallowing some water. What should you do?

a) do qada' and kaffarah
b) just do qada'

c) nothing, it was a mistake
 

Answer: b)
Only qada' is required as it was accidental 

Correct? Take another turn 
 Incorrect? Miss a turn 

Scenario Card
You're walking past a bowl of sweets at home.

Without thinking, you pick one up and eat it - not
realising you're fasting. What should you? 

a) do qada' and kaffarah
b) just do qada'

c) nothing, you did this forgetfully 
 

Answer: c)
 The fast does not break if you eat/drink forgetfully

Correct? Move 3 spaces forward 
Incorrect? Go 3 spaces backwards 

Scenario Card

You want to carry out a mustahabb fast. Name one
occasion that you could fast.

 
Answer: (Player can say any of the following)

9th of Dhul-Hijjah
13th, 14th and 15th of every month

6 days of Shawwal
 
 

Correct? Move 3 spaces forward 
Incorrect? Go 3 spaces backwards 

Scenario Card
You want to avoid haram fasts. Name all the days you

should avoid fasting on. 
 

Answer: (Player must say all of the following)
11th, 12th and 13th of Dhul-Hijjah

Eid al-Adha (10th Dhul-Hijjah) 
Eid al-Fitr (1st Shawwal)

 
 

Correct? Take another turn | Incorrect? Miss a turn 



Scenario Card
You eat a date thinking it is time for iftar. You later
realise the time for iftar was a little later than you

had thought. What should you do?
 
 
 

Answer: 
Only do qada' as this was a mistake

 
 

Correct? Take another turn | Incorrect? Miss a turn 

Scenario Card

You're feeling unwell while fasting. You know that
continuing your fast will make you feel even worse. You

have medicine and some water. What should you do?
 
 

Answer: 
Only do qada' as you broke your fast due to genuine

illness 
 
 

Correct? Take another turn | Incorrect? Miss a turn 

Scenario Card

You're fasting. You're feeling very thirsty after your
gymnastics session. You decide to have a sip of water.

What should you do?
 
 

Answer: 
Qada' and Kaffarah as you broke your fast

deliberately.
 

Correct? Move 3 spaces forward 
Incorrect? Go 3 spaces backwards 

Scenario Card
You have to do qada' and kaffarah. However, you are
unable to fast for 60 days consecutively. What are

your other options to complete your kaffarah?
 

Answer:
 (Player must say all THREE below)

1) feed 60 poor people two full meals 
2) feed one poor person two full meals for 60 days

3) give 60 poor people 1.662 kg of wheat/flour or the
equivalent in money 

Correct? Take another turn | Incorrect? Miss a turn 



Scenario Card
You're having a shower and trying your very best to

make sure you don't swallow any water. However, you
end up swallowing some water. What should you do?

 
 

Answer: b)
Only qada' as it was accidental 

 
 

Correct? Take another turn 
 Incorrect? Miss a turn 

Scenario Card
You're walking past a bowl of sweets at home.

Without thinking, you pick one up and eat it - not
realising you're fasting. What should you? 

 
 

Answer: 
 Carry on with your fast - the fast does not break if

you eat/drink forgetfully
 

Correct? Move 3 spaces forward 
Incorrect? Go 3 spaces backwards 

Scenario Card

You want to carry out a mustahabb fast. Name two
occasions that you could fast.

 
Answer: (Player can say any of the following)

9th of Dhul-Hijjah
13th, 14th and 15th of every month

6 days of Shawwal
 
 

Correct? Move 3 spaces forward 
Incorrect? Go 3 spaces backwards 

Scenario Card
You want to avoid haram fasts. Name all the days you

should avoid fasting on. 
 

Answer: (Player must say all of the following)
11th, 12th and 13th of Dhul-Hijjah

Eid al-Adha (10th Dhul-Hijjah) 
Eid al-Fitr (1st Shawwal)

 
 
 

Correct? Take another turn | Incorrect? Miss a turn 



Scenario Card Scenario Card

Scenario Card Scenario Card

Can you make your own scenario cards?


